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The Asia-Pacific Profile

1998

the asia pacific profile offers a unique combination of maps diagrams documents and
statistical data covering every state around and within the pacific north east and
south east asia the western rim of central and south america the pacific island
states the russian far east north america and australia key features include over 25
historical and contemporary maps featuring flows of labour trade investment tourists
and telecommunications and empires wars colonial struggles and environmental
degradation succinct surveys of historical developments and contemporary political
issues over 500 diagrams depicting key demographic economic and social changes since
1970 with appendices showing the actual data used and their sources and key documents
that have shaped the asia pacific including founding charters of contemporary
organizations such as apec asean nafta and the wto treaties and declarations that
started and later resolved conflicts within and between states over politico economic
issues and essential social rights documents concerning indigenous peoples the asia
pacific profile has been designed for those studying or with a general interest in
the politics economics and international relations of the asia pacific region

The International Politics of the Asia Pacific

2012-12-06

this second edition of michael yahuda s extremely successful textbook introduces
students to the international politics of the asia pacific region since 1945 the new
edition is completely updated with contemporary coverage of the economic crises and
includes new chapters on the current role of east asia in world affairs prospects
post 2000 the strengths and weaknesses of us dominance and the challenge of other
powers prospects for and implications of an east asian economic recovery

Culture and Society in the Asia-Pacific

1998

this text examines the crucial social and cultural factors associated with the rise
of the asia pacific at the end of the 20th century

International Business in the New Asia-Pacific

2022-01-01

the asia pacific region sustaining more than four decades of rapid growth has emerged
as an economic force comparable in significance to europe and north america this book
examines the economic geopolitical technological demographic and cultural forces that
shape the international business strategies in the asia pacific region specifically
it examines the seismic shifts in global business environment since the new century
and addresses emerging opportunities and threats in the asia pacific region this book
offers new insights for international business in areas such as trade policy supply
chains international investment technological innovation international marketing
digital economy and human resources the enclosed comprehensive and diverse analyses
of the international business landscape in the new asia are invaluable to scholars
managers politicians and policy makers alike this book is engaging and informative it
presents a collection of diverse and cutting edge topics that offer new insights into
international business activities in the asia pacific region raising questions for
debate and opening pathways for future research a must read book for international
business scholars hussain g rammal university of technology sydney australia this
book offers a comprehensive introduction to the general business environment in asia
it highlights the complexities and dynamics of doing business in asia and provides
insightful understandings of emerging issues in the region the chapter by chapter
analyses of the region depict the rich thematic contexts in which key issues and
challenges facing corporate executives as well scholars in international business i
believe that this book is valuable for students of international business global
business environment and regional studies hongxin zhao saint louis university usa
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International Relations Theory and the Asia-Pacific

2003

looking at approaches to understanding the interactions among three critical players
china japan and the united states the authors of this text show that understanding
the effects of cultural divides between asian and american policymakers is crucial to
building effective policies in the future

Governance in the Asia-Pacific

2005-06-27

igovernance in the asia pacific is a student friendly textbook which examines the
governance of nation states in this diverse and rapidly changing region it sets out
the range of political beliefs and styles that flourish and the similarities and
differences between individual states and the ways in which they choose to govern
wide ranging in scope and clearly written to help students get to the bottom of
important issues the book addresses many key areas including the anglo american
powers japan independence movements the politics of economic development social
movements the politics of the environment the pressures for political change in the
region and these issues are all analysed within the broad context of governance in
the asia pacific more generally the authors also identify factors which explain the
political underpinning of the dramatic economic development in the region

The Asia-Pacific Security Lexicon

2007

identifies and defines the concepts and ideas central to security discourse in the
pacific region this book looks at how concepts such as human security and non
traditional security have evolved and found adherents

The Asia-Pacific Century

2013-08-28

when secretary of state hillary clinton published america s pacific century in
foreign policy magazine in november 2011 the administration was clearly indicating to
domestic and international audiences that the united states is beginning a pivot
toward the asia pacific clinton s article served as a spark for renewed interest in
the nation s asi

Peace and Security in the Asia-Pacific

2010-04-15

demonstrating that none of the various perspectives under review has emerged as the
clear winner in the struggle for theoretical hegemony in security studies this book
shows that eclectic perspectives like democratic realist institutionalism can better
explain peace and security in the asian pacific the asian pacific has emerged as one
of the most important regions in the world causing scholars to pay increased
attention to the various challenges old and new to peace and security there peace and
security in the asia pacific theory and practice is a comprehensive critical review
of the established theoretical perspectives relevant to contemporary peace and
security studies in the light of recent experiences illuminating ongoing debates in
the field the book covers some 20 theoretical perspectives on peace and security in
the asian pacific including realist liberal socialist peace and human security
constructivist feminist and nontraditional security studies the first section of the
book discusses perspectives in realist security studies the second part covers
perspectives critical of realism the author s goal is to assess whether any of the
perspectives found in nonrealist security studies are capable of undermining realism
his conclusion is that each theoretical perspective has its strengths and weaknesses
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leaving eclecticism as the best way to understand the region s dynamics

The International Politics of the Asia Pacific

2011-01-31

this fully revised third edition of michael yahuda s extremely successful textbook
brings the region fully up to date introducing students to the international politics
of the asia pacific region since 1945 as well as assessing the post cold war
uncertainties that challenged the balance and power within the region yahuda also
examines the first decade of the new millennium which includes no let up on the war
on terror new political administrations in all the key player states and increased
cooperative security between some nations polarized by volatile relationships between
others analyzing politics in terms of global regional and local trends this new
edition features in depth discussion of the bush administration s legacy and where
the obama administration s vision takes their policy analysis of post koizumi post
abe japan examination of the continued rise of china in terms of politics security
and economic dominance ongoing debates concerning the war on terror and how this
shifts forms and reforms relationships asia pacific security issues this new third
edition will continue to be a core text for students of asian politics international
relations and cold war history

The New Global Politics of the Asia-Pacific

2017-10-30

now in its new and fully updated third edition the new global politics of the asia
pacific continues to provide a compelling analysis of a region undergoing dramatic
changes based on new research and offering fresh interpretation this edition
evaluates the prospects for continuing us dominance in the asian century whilst
presenting evidence for a multifaceted beijing strategy which aims to counter the us
by building an alternative regional order it also explains japan s definitive
departure from its limited military role providing an introductory guide for the main
frameworks needed to understand the region including realism liberalism and critical
theory this new edition is reader friendly and offers sophisticated competing
explanations key content includes intra regional conflicts in the south china sea and
the korean peninsula the different responses within the asia pacific to the
globalization of western ideas of democracy and political economy the
underappreciated success of the association of southeast asian nations in building a
regional identity the european union s soft power in the region a highly topical
account which offers an overview of the main actors institutions and contemporary
issues in the asia pacific the book will be essential reading for undergraduate
students of asian studies international politics and anyone interested in the region

Strategic Cultures in the Asia-Pacific Region

1999

a multinational and inter disciplinary group of contributors have written original
essays in this book to provide the first profile of the strategic cultures of the
states of the asia pacific region

Pacific Cooperation

2019-06-20

long divided by cultural economic and political differences the asia pacific region
has little history of multilateral cooperation alliances that once linked individual
countries with one or the other superpower fostered deep mistrust among neighbouring
states the end of the cold war however has created new opportunities for multilateral
coo
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The New Global Politics of the Asia Pacific

2011-07-18

the new fully updated second edition of the new global politics of the asia pacific
builds on its coherent framework for understanding the complex international and
global politics of the asia pacific the textbook provides an introductory guide for
the main frameworks needed to understand the region realism liberalism critical
theory which is reader friendly while still offering sophisticated competing
interpretations key content includes the us in the asia pacific china and japan in
the asia pacific southeast asia in the asia pacific india in the asia pacific russia
in the asia pacific australia in the asia pacific europe in the asia pacific
globalization regionalism and political economy asian values democracy and human
rights transnational actors region security order and the impact of terrorism on the
region a highly topical account which provides an overview of the main actors
institutions and contemporary issues such as security terrorism and transnational
actors the book is required reading for undergraduate students of asian studies
international politics and anyone interested in the region

Europe and the Asia Pacific

1998

annotation this wide ranging and accessible study examines the increasingly important
relationship between europe and asia pacific

Gender Politics in the Asia-Pacific Region

2005-08-18

amidst the unevenness and unpredictability of change in the asia pacific region women
s lives are being transformed this volume takes up the challenge of exploring the
ways in which women are active players collaborators participants leaders and
resistors in the politics of change in the region the editors focus attention on the
politics of gender as a mobilizing centre for identities and the ways in which
individualized identity politics may be linked to larger collective emancipatory
projects based on shared interests practical needs or common threats collectively the
chapters illustrate the complexity of women s strategies the diversity of sites for
action and the flexibility of their alliances as they carve out niches for themselves
in what are still largely patriarchal worlds this book will be of vital interest to
scholars in a range of subjects including gender studies human geography women s
studies asian studies sociology and anthropology

United States Engagement in the Asia Pacific:
Perspectives from Asia

2015-07-15

this study brings together asian and asia based experts of international relations
and u s foreign policy to present diverse asian views about preferred modes of u s
engagement in the region and compare their views with u s interests in the region a
prerequisite exercise to truly multilateral regional security governance with the
rise of chinese power in absolute and relative terms over the next decades as a key
driving factor of the international relations in the asia pacific the united states
has announced its rebalance to asia previously referred as pivot to asia strategy
asian responses perceptions and even interpretations of the u s strategy have been
diverse misconceptions of the u s strategy can be attributed to the built in
contradictions among its objectives deliberate ambiguities left by the architects of
the strategy mismatch between the stated strategy and actual policy implementations
during the last three years and subjective reading by the asian countries through the
lens of their own interests this book will illuminate the diversity of asian
responses and perceptions and analyze the underlying reasons of the diversity the
overarching framework of analysis for this book is the very dilemma of alliances
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abandonment and entrapment which hedging aims at evading abandonment fear is
primarily of the junior partner of an alliance that its senior partner may not come
to its aid in crisis meanwhile entrapment fear works both ways the united states may
drag its allies into its conflict against a third party but u s allies may also drag
the united states into their regional conflicts in which the united states has no
direct or significant stake the asian choices of their strategic responses to the u s
rebalancing will be described and analyzed through the lens of the perceived balance
between the abandonment and entrapment fears as well as other historical and domestic
factors unique to each asian country the reading of the u s strategy by asian
countries is a subjective matter and their interests likely influence their analysis
and consequently strategies it is not the aim of this volume to establish well
defined cause and effect chain between the u s strategy and asian strategies but
thick descriptions have enabled some chapter authors to identify reciprocal relations
between the two while china s growth is the most important driver of the changing
strategic landscape in the asia pacific and the new u s strategy the new u s strategy
inevitably influence the chinese strategy which in turn triggers a chain reaction of
strategic revisions in asian countries this book is essential reading for scholars in
asian politics u s foreign policy international relations as well as for policy
makers

Security Interdependence in the Asia Pacific Region

1986

the asia pacific is arguably the most important but also the most complex and
contested region on the planet containing three of the world s largest economies and
some of its most important strategic relationships the region s capacity of regional
elites to promote continuing economic development whilst simultaneously maintaining
peace and stability will be one of the defining challenges of the twenty first
century international order intuitively we might expect regional institutions to play
a major role in achieving this yet one of the most widely noted characteristics of
the asia pacific region has been its relatively modest levels of institutional
development thus far however things are changing as individual economies in the asia
pacific become more deeply integrated there is a growing interest in developing and
adding to the institutions that already exist institutions of the asia pacific
examines how this region is developing and what role established organisations like
apec and new bodies like asean plus three are playing in this process an expert in
the field mark beeson introduces the contested nature of the very region itself
should it be the asia pacific or east asia to which we pay most attention and expect
to see most institutional development by placing these developments in historical
context he reveals why the very definition of the region remains unsettled and why
the political economic and strategic relations of this remarkably diverse region
remain fraught and difficult to manage

Institutions of the Asia-Pacific

2008-08-18

the gfc has highlighted the critical importance of australia s engagement with the us
and industrialising giants of asia increasingly governments such as south australia s
are engaging directly with the region in an attempt to strengthen economic ties the
engaging state shines a light on emerging forms of engagement in the asia pacific

The Engaging State

2012

this book traces the evolution of post cold war relations between china and the us
focusing on their often conflicting efforts to achieve economic growth military
prowess and technological sophistication adopting a dual approach with equal emphasis
on beijing and washington it sheds new light on the relationship between the
countries
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U.S.-China Relations in the "Asia-Pacific" Century

2016-04-30

the world s developed economies are experiencing a sharp backlash against
globalisation and it appears to be contagious will asia catch it next asia has seen
spectacular growth in recent decades it has benefited substantially from global trade
finance openness and the rules based international order but much of the growth asia
has enjoyed has not been shared it has not been inclusive growth inequality in asia
is among the highest in the world the richest man in vietnam now earns more in a
single day than the poorest person does in a decade asia has far to go in making its
societies more inclusive to women ethnic minorities and the lgbt community how can
asia reduce inequality what are the forces that determine whether growth in the asia
pacific is inclusive or not and what can be done to make asia s growth more inclusive
in the future this book brings together the region s leading thinkers to explore how
to change asia s trajectory before it is too late the pacific trade and development
paftad conference series has been at the forefront of analysing challenges facing the
economies of east asia and the pacific since its first meeting in tokyo in january
1968

Great Powers and the Asia-Pacific

1991

while global trade negotiations remain stalled two tracks of trade negotiations in
the asia pacific the proposed trans pacific partnership tpp agreement and a parallel
asian track could generate momentum for renewed liberalization and provide pathways
to region wide free trade we estimate that world income would rise by 295 billion per
year on the tpp track by 766 billion if both tracks are successful and by 1 9
trillion if the tracks ultimately combine to yield region wide free trade the tracks
are competitive initially but their strategic implications appear to be constructive
they generate incentives for enlargement and mutual progress and over time for region
wide consolidation the 21st century template of the tpp would be especially
productive because it is likely to offer opportunities for the leading sectors of
both emerging market and advanced economies an ambitious tpp template would generate
greater gains from integration than less demanding alternatives but it will be harder
to sell to china and other key regional partners as the tpp evolves toward wider
agreements the crucial importance of asia pacific integration argues for an early
conclusion of the tpp negotiations but without jeopardizing the prospects for region
wide or even global agreements based on it in the future provided by publisher

Achieving Inclusive Growth in the Asia Pacific

2020-08-13

from the war on terror to the rise of china this book unlocks the major strategic
themes and security challenges of the early twenty first century strategy and
security in the asia pacific provides the analytical frameworks needed to make sense
of this complex but exciting strategic universe offering a unique mix of global
strategic thinking and asia pacific security analysis this book is for readers from
sydney to seoul who want to put their own local security challenges in a wider
regional and global context it is also for north american and european readers
requiring an understanding of the dynamic security developments in the asia pacific
region around which so much of global strategy is increasingly based the really vital
questions facing the international community are dealt with here why do governments
and groups still use armed force has warfare really changed in the information age
why should we be concerned about non traditional security challenges such as water
shortages and the spread of infectious disease is a great clash imminent between the
united states and china what are the prospects for peace on the korean peninsula and
between india and pakistan can southeast asia survive the challenges of transnational
terrorism what does security mean for the pacific island countries and for australia
and new zealand with contributions from leading commentators and analysts strategy
and security in the asia pacific offers a comprehensive and authoritative
introduction to the field
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The Trans-Pacific Partnership and Asia-Pacific
Integration

2012-06-15

printbegrænsninger der kan printes kapitelvis

Strategy and Security in the Asia-Pacific

2020-07-25

there is no bigger policy agenda in the east asian region than connectivity costs of
international connectivity are indeed falling in the movement of goods services
people and data leading to greater flows and to the reorganisation of business and
the emergence of new forms of international transactions there are second round
effects on productivity and growth and on equity and inclusiveness participating in
trade across borders involves significant set up costs and if these costs are lowered
due to falling full costs of connectivity more firms will participate which is a
driver of productivity growth and innovation at the firm level connectivity
investments are linked to poverty reduction since they reduce the costs of
participating in markets this volume includes chapters on the consequences of changes
in both physical and digital connectivity for trade for the location of economic
activity for forms of doing business the growth of e commerce in particular and for
the delivery of new services especially in the financial sector a study of china s
belt and road initiative bri is also included these studies are preceded by an
assessment of the connectivity performance in the asia pacific region and followed by
a discussion of impediments to investment in projects that contribute to productivity
the collection as a whole provides the basis for a series of recommendations for
regional cooperation the pacific trade and development paftad conference series has
been at the forefront of analysing challenges facing the economies of east asia and
the pacific since its first meeting in tokyo in january 1968

Business in the Asia Pacific

2021-11-10

multilateral security forums in the asia pacific region have evolved but bilateral
defence alliances continue to form the principle pillars of national security for
most nations in the region this text presents a survey of issues confronting the asia
pacific region as it enters year 2000

New Dimensions of Connectivity in the Asia-Pacific

1990-08-19

includes the ascent of asian airlines losses cost cutting consolidation in the global
industry entry expansion profits in asia bilateral relations 5th freedom rights 5th
freedom rights the u s japan aviation treaty the future of bilateral agreements in
asia moving beyond the bilateral regime u s asian views on aviation liberalization
asia pacific economic cooperation apec civil aviation from restricted bilateral to
open skies arrangement asia pacific aviation the wto photos

Economic Cooperation In The Asia-pacific Region

2000

investigating the dynamics of balancing patterns in the asia pacific this book
focuses particularly on the contribution of great powers and middle powers to
regional stability taking the us and china as great powers and using asean russia
australia and south korea as example of middle powers the author addresses the
following questions do middle powers influence balancing patterns in the asia pacific
are the united states and china balancing each other in the asia pacific and if so by
which means what is the contribution of the english school to understanding balance
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of power dynamics the balance of power in asia pacific security makes a persuasive
contribution to the debate on the us china relationship interviews with policy
practitioners and academics in the region offer a systematic analysis of the
complexities of asia pacific security providing conceptual insights this book gives a
fresh understanding of the mechanisms necessary to maintain regional stability and
explains the implications of us china power balancing for global security it will be
an important resource for scholars and students of asia pacific politics and security

The Security Environment in the Asia-Pacific

1995

this exploration of the topic of international business examines decisions relevant
to managers in internationalizing and multinational firms operating in the asia
pacific it uses cutting edge conceptual material to underlie the decision making
frameworks in the text and in the numerous asian company examples and illustrations

The Asia-Pacific Airline Industry

2007-01-24

this book focuses on the tremendous shift in both economic growth and development
progress taking place towards the asia pacific region each of the countries in the
region has various concerns and challenges for its sustainable development a common
goal most of them are trying to achieve at the moment interestingly sustainable
development in the region may be critical for achieving sustainable development at
the global level as well with a limited mandate the book covers some specific
developmental issues of the hot spots of apr that are regarded to be contributing to
their sustainable development the book also looks at the formation and strengthening
of some economic and financial initiatives with the potentials to affect growth and
influence economic cooperation and integration of the countries in the region

The Balance of Power in Asia-Pacific Security

2004

dent and dosch have put together a superb volume that explores new dimensions of the
world events for the past five decades and takes the processes of decrypting
regionalism global system and world society to a new height the contributors have
enhanced our understanding of how regionalism has been changing when a world society
will be created and why east asia s centrality matters in this unfolding drama policy
makers academics and mass media opinion makers will find the book useful provocative
and refreshing eul soo pang institute of southeast asian studies singapore

International Business

2017-09-08

public relations in asia pacific reflects the growing professionalism in the practice
of public relations in the world s fastest expanding economy it is a carefully drawn
road map both strategically and tactically for all manner of entities for profit and
not for profit on how to establish and maintain effective relationships with their
numerous stakeholders particularly insightful are the many examples of public
relations in action within the asia pacific region it s a must read for those
interested in public relations careers and those new to the profession and it s a
first rate refresher for the established professional harold burson founding chairman
burson marsteller worldwide mary devereux and anne peirson smith have combined their
considerable talents and experience to produce a bible of how public relations is and
should be practiced in the asia pacific one of its many virtues is that it debunks
the myth that pr is just one long lunch hosted by caricature svengalis and spin
doctors rather it sets the profession in a cultural context that will be valuable to
those starting at pr 101 professionals and corporate executives who want to know how
truth can be well told with all due credit to mccann erickson kerry mcglynn special
adviser corporate communication department cathay pacific airways as greater social
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pluralism stakeholder influence and internet driven consumer sophistication and
empowerment grow relentlessly across nearly all asian societies public relations in
asia pacific is a timely guide to the critical role of good public relations clear
helpful and with a wealth of good examples of how best practice pr in action can make
real and tangible contributions to governments businesses ngos as well as to ordinary
people this is essential reading for anyone concerned with how to communicate well in
the world s fastest growing economic region tim sutton chairman asia pacific weber
shandwick in an increasingly globalized world public relations practices and
strategies become critical for organizations to communicate effectively to their
diverse audiences worldwide this book is therefore an extremely timely and relevant
contribution to pr students and practitioners in the asia pacific region as it
provides not only a comprehensive overview of the essential concepts and skills of
public relations but also specific case studies which illustrate tactical uses of
public relations across a wide range of issues and countries in my opinion this book
fills a major gap in the understanding of public relations concepts and practices and
will constitute a fundamental resource for all those who aspire to excel within the
field dr indrajit banerjee secretary general asian media information and
communication centre amic

Towards A Common Future

2002

experts examine changing security arrangements in the asia pacific region
particularly the rise of multilateral efforts at cooperative security

Human Face of Security

2012

this book examines the vital nature of the subject of leadership in asia and looks in
particular at the processes and practices within the asia pacific region it describes
how leadership processes differ across various regions and teaches managers how to
better employ these processes in order to improve the success of their organisations
the work moves beyond looking only at western ideas and explores further leadership
perspectives based on differing cultural foundations it considers the influences of
confucianism daoism mohism and legalism and also reflects the character of different
leadership styles such as paternalistic benevolent transactional and transformational
styles as well as authentic and entrepreneurial approaches throughout the text a wide
range of international contributors adopt an array of leadership and other theories
cases sectors and methods to discuss leadership in asia this book was originally
published as a special issue of the asia pacific business review

The Asia-Pacific, Regionalism and the Global System

2009-08-03

regionalism in the asia pacific is a complex and rapidly evolving phenomenon this
volume explores the relationship between globalization and regionalization between
states markets and civil society and between us hegemony and asian aspirations

Public Relations in Asia Pacific

2007

Reassessing Security Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific

2016-05-06
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Leadership in the Asia Pacific

2003-01-01

Regionalism in the New Asia-Pacific Order

1991

Cooperation-building in the Asia-Pacific Region
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